that I could still be of use after ray long illness, was a Painters letter from Mr Baldwin, then Prime Minister, appointing and me a Trustee of the Tate Gallery. This I owed largely to scholars Charles Aitken, then Director of the Tate, I had admired Aitken ever since, in 1900, he took charge of the White-chapel Art Gallery, where he arranged some of the best picture exhibitions to be seen at that time in London, He was , quick to recognize new talent; he first drew my attention to a painting by Gilbert Spencer, then still at the Slade School, when he was acquiring works for the Gallery by some of the younger artists, Some deemed this a doubtful policy, seeing that young men might well wait until they had proved their early promise. But Aitken, no less aware of the qualities of the Pre-Raphaelite painters, saw to it that Rossetti, Burne-Jones, Madox Brown and some of the minor Victorians, Boyd Houghton and Windus, for example, were well represented at Millbank. He was, moreover, skilled at getting gifts for the Gallery and knew what gifts to ask for—from me he charmed away one of my best John drawings! Scrupulously honest, broadminded, willing to take advice (and, what is rarer, to acknowledge its source), once convinced, he held fast Inevitably a director with an independent character will support independent artists, many of whose works were now hung at the Tate, while Aitken was less sympathetic towards some of the purchases made by the Academy through the Chantrey Bequest. Hence, for a time there was a deadlock between the Academy and the Tate Trustees and no further Chantrey purchases were made. When the difference was finally adjusted the Director (then J. B. Manson) and two Trustees, I being one, again joined the small committee which recommended works for purchase. We were of spme service in proposing works which would not have commended themselves so readily to the Academy Council, among them Gilbert Spencer's fine 'Farm yard'. I was keen that Tonks's attractive interior of Moore, Steer, a lady and himself should be acquired for the Tate through the Chantrey fund. The proposal was well received by the Chantrey
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